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bstract

Recent trends in the environment have caused changes in consumers’ store patronage, price sensitivity, and need for variety. These changes
ave led retailers to reconsider some of their assortment options. Specifically, we discuss how they may have led some retailers to move from

single-format to a multiple-format channel portfolio, how they may have contributed to the growth of the discount format, and how they tend

o influence the private-label portfolio of many retailers. We end by showing how these assortment changes may, in turn, have various welfare,
ogistical, and tactical implications.

2011 New York University. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

Assortment composition is one of the key drivers of a
etailer’s image, and thus of critical importance for store choice
nd retailer performance. Assortment decisions are numerous.
etailers have to decide how many product lines to offer (assort-
ent width), the number of items in each line (line length), how

elated the items in a given line should be (line consistency),
r the share of private-items in their offering. Not surprisingly,
ssortment planning remains one of the most difficult decisions

aced by many retail managers (Mantrala et al. 2009). Moreover,
etail managers not only have to decide on the assortment com-
osition within a given banner, they also have to decide in which
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hannel formats to operate. In addition, product categories tend
o have different associations with different channels or retail
ormats (Inman, Shankar, and Ferraro 2004), which adds a level
f complexity to the assortment-planning process.

Over the last years, the extant literature on assortments
rst and foremost focused on assortment reductions (see
roniarczyck and Hoyer 2006 for a review). A key conclusion

rom this body of research is that through selective reductions
nd re-organization retailers can reduce the number of products
or SKUs) without impacting consumer perceptions negatively
see e.g. Broniarczyck, Hoyer, and McAlister 1998; Chernev
003).4 Smaller assortments may not only increase shopper sat-
sfaction and the likelihood of product and store selection, they
an also reduce negative affect and regret. Taken together, SKU

eductions are widely believed to improve category and store
rofitability. At the same time, the rise of online retail channels
as led to an ongoing debate on whether it is (becomes) profitable

4 The impact of assortment reductions has also been studied in online settings,
ith mixed results; see e.g. Boatwright and Nunes (2001) versus Borle et al.

2005). In a recent analytical contribution, Kuksov and Villas-Boas (2010) show
ow two opposing forces (coming from too little or too much choice) result in
he existence of a finite number of alternatives that maximizes the probability
f choice.
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o cater to the needs of ‘long tail’ consumers, and whether this
hanges the number and variety of products that (online) retail-
rs should carry (see Brynjolfsson et al. 2011; Elberse 2008).
he availability of niche products through players such as Ama-
on may have changed consumers’ expectation with respect to
ssortments in other formats as well.

The conceptual model in Fig. 1 illustrates the structure of
he paper. Our central premise is that retailers (should) adjust
heir offering to changing preferences of their customer base.
hese preferences are reflected in customers’ store choice (e.g.
reference for large versus smaller stores, for stores with more
r less private labels, and for stores with an EDLP or HiLo
ricing policy), price sensitivity (which affects their preference
or more expensive national brands or cheaper private labels,
nd which determines the customer’s willingness to pay a price
remium for certain high-end products), and desire for variety
which affects the optimal line depth that consumers are looking
or).

We argue that a number of trends in the environment have had
significant impact on consumers’ preferences, and elaborate on

hree of these trends5: (i) the increased and/or altered informa-
ion flows faced by consumers, which has been driven in part by
he growing availability of new media, (ii) the recent economic
nd marketplace turbulence, caused by the global recession,
ccelerating market dynamics and the increasing growth rates in
merging markets, and (iii) consumers’ growing interest in sus-
ainable consumption, reflecting a growing environmental and
ealth orientation. In what follows, we first discuss these three
evelopments (depicted in the first column of Fig. 1) in more
etail, and discuss how they have altered shoppers’ store-trip
ehaviour, price sensitivity, as well as desire for variety (second
olumn in Fig. 1).

These changes in their customer base may have led retailers
nd manufacturers to rethink their assortment and/or format-
ortfolio decisions (third column in Fig. 1). We discuss the
ssortment implications at three levels. First, we show how these
hanges may have led some retailers to move from a single-
ormat to a multiple-format channel portfolio, and how they may
ave contributed to the growth of the discount format. Third,
e discuss how these developments influence the private-label
ortfolio of many retailers.

Finally, we discuss how these assortment changes have
mportant welfare, logistical and tactical implications (fourth
olumn of Fig. 1). These are discussed in the final sections of
he paper.

We focus primarily on the grocery channel; still, many of our
bservations apply to other retail settings as well. Moreover,

e focus primarily on assortment decisions from the retailer’s
oint of view (even though some implications for the national-
rand manufacturers will be discussed along the way). As such,

5 One could, of course, identify other external trends that may also compli-
ate retailers’ assortment decisions, such as the increasing globalisation (see
.g. Kotabe and Helsen 2009 for a general discussion on the issue, or Gielens
nd Dekimpe 2009 for an in-depth review of the retail implications), or the
emographic shifts that may alter the composition of a retailer’s customer base.
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e abstain from also reviewing the extensive literature6 on how
anufacturers should design their product lines.

Critical changes in the environment

ltered information flows

Global media consumption is changing rapidly and con-
tantly. Not only have traditional media (TV and radio) become
uch more fragmented, which may have altered their effective-

ess to reach one’s target market (Stipp 2008), TV and radio use
s decreasing in favor of the Internet, especially social media and
onsumer platforms. These social networks offer potential ben-
fits to manufacturers and retailers. They play an increasingly
mportant role in creating (on- or off-line) “buzz” surrounding
ew-product introductions, and may as such determine their ulti-
ate success or failure. They also enable firms to develop closer

ontacts with their customers. As such, companies are experi-
enting with viral marketing campaigns (Van der Lans and van
ruggen 2010), and rapid changes in communication technol-
gy are creating communities of customers and prospects rather
han a multitude of isolated customers (Wuyts et al. 2010).

Because of their exposure to these new media, customer pref-
rences may have changed. For example, price comparisons may
ecome easier, which may affect their price sensitivity (Pan,
atchford, and Shankar 2002). Similarly, their exposure to on-

ine stores may alter their perception of what variety to expect
n all (on-line and off-line) stores (Elberse 2008). Or customers
elonging to a brand community may be willing to pay a price
remium to shop in themed brand stores (Borghini et al. 2009).

Social media websites also provide a new way of com-
unicating with consumers. This may offer retailers (and
anufacturers) an opportunity to proactively gain customer

eedback and build a deep relationship with them. Still, managers
end to forget that these tools may also backfire. For example,
&G recently found itself locked in a public-relations war with
logging parents demanding that the company recalls Pampers
iapers they say are unsafe (Byron 2010).

A key challenge for retailers and manufacturers alike is how
o translate these developments into positive business opportuni-
ies and practices. A crucial element in successful social media
nteraction is the creation of engagement. However, many retail-
rs only use the medium as a cheap promotional tool, whereas the
ain benefit is to get real-time information on consumer percep-

ions and emotions, and deal with dissatisfied customers (Planet
etail 2009a). While retailers are used (Kumar 1997) to collect-

ng large quantities of data (through their scanner records and/or
oyalty cards), they are less accustomed to reacting quickly to
ncoming information that is more qualitative in nature. Whereas
ecent research has offered interesting insights into how online
ord of mouth can be categorized and understood (Kozinets

t al. 2010; Wang et al. 2007), more research is needed as to

ow this information can be used in the co-creation of retailer
ssortments, services, and formats.

6 See e.g. Draganska and Jain (2005) or Villas-Boas (1998).
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war? Similarly, will the lower price image that often accompa-
nies a strong private-label program help to dampen the negative
consequences of a price war?
Fig. 1. Conce

conomic and marketplace turbulence

Economic climate (as witnessed by economic downturns),
arket turbulence (as provoked by price wars and entries and

xits) and sudden economic growth (as encountered in emerging
arkets) pose specific challenges to retailers. Whereas the con-

equences of economic downturns have been extensively studied
ver the last years, the consequences of market turbulence and
rowth acceleration have been studied to a much lesser extent.

The recent economic crisis has re-emphasized the impor-
ance of macro-economic factors on marketing decision making
nd productivity in general, and on the retailing environment
ore specifically (Grewal, Levy, and Kumar 2009). Managers

nd consumers adjust their behaviour in the wake of eco-
omic and marketplace turbulence. During economic crises,
rand managers tend to reduce their advertising spending
Deleersnyder et al. 2009), and to postpone new-product intro-
uctions (Axarloglou 2003), while retailers use the opportunity
o push their private-label (PL) program (Hoch 1996).

Consumers, in turn, have a reduced ability and willingness to
urchase products during economic downturns (Katona 1975).
or consumer durables, one may try to postpone the purchase
ntil prospects become better (Deleersnyder et al. 2004). For
PG purchases, in contrast, consumers become more likely to
conomize on price (Shama 1981), and to switch to cheaper store
rands (Lamey et al. 2007).

Changes in consumers’ discretionary income affect what
rands they prefer, what stores they visit, the size of their shop-
ing basket, as well as their sensitivity to marketing changes
Ma et al. 2010). Moreover, these changes tend to be asymmet-
ic, that is to be different across economic up- and down-turns
Deleersnyder et al. 2004), and to sometimes be permanent
Lamey et al. 2007). Consumers may upgrade their quality
erceptions of private labels after having tried them during
ecessionary times. Because of that, they may not return to the

ore expensive national brands when the economic outlook

mproves. Similarly, when customers have started to visit no-
rills hard-discount stores during difficult economic times, they

w
W

framework.

ay continue to include those stores in their consideration set
fterwards.

In sum, economic downturns have been studied extensively
ith respect to private labels. Still, more research is needed as to
ow economic downturns impact category assortment composi-
ion. In some categories not only private label sales increase but
otal category expenditures surge as well. As consumers often
ostpone the purchase of bigger-ticket items during economic
ownturns, the increased discretionary income can be spent on
ther (less expensive) items. For example, the decrease in out-
f-home eating during recessions tends to favor the spending on
upermarket food products. Knowing what categories to empha-
ize during economic downturns is thus key to retailers. Can the
ame categories be used as traffic drivers, or does the role of
he category change with the economy? Also, in such categories
oth private label and branded products stand to gain. Find-
ng the right mix of store and national brands to cater to the
ecession-sensitive consumer is a major challenge.

Turbulence is not only caused by macro-economic fluctua-
ions. Retailer competition may also create market turbulence.
he outbreak of a price war among retailers and/or manufac-

urers can destabilize retailers profoundly.7 Whereas the causes
Heil and Helsen 2001) and consequences (see e.g. van Heerde,
ijsbrechts and Pauwels 2008; Sotgiu 2010) of price wars have
een studied, little is known about the role of assortment com-
osition in preventing a retailer from entering a price war, nor
bout how to leverage the assortment to minimize any negative
onsequences once a price war starts. If a retailer carries more
rivate labels, and upfront price comparisons are more difficult
o make, will the retailer be less likely to be involved in a price
7 Of course, both sources of turbulence may be related. For example, price
ars are more likely to erupt in tough economic times (Sotgiu 2010; Staiger and
olak 1992).
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Market turbulence is also amplified when some retailers enter
nd exit markets. Whereas first steps have been made to study
ncreased (assortment) competition in entry cases (Ailawadi
t al. 2010), little is known about how exits impact the assort-
ents allocation decisions of the parent firm and/or of remaining

ivals (Haans and Gijsbrechts 2010).
Finally, in search of new opportunities retailers increasingly

iversify into new markets. Especially emerging markets with
apidly expanding populations, accelerated urbanization and
rowing middle classes offer excellent growth opportunities.
till, these markets pose considerable marketing and logistical
hallenges. As the income distribution within those countries
ends to be very different, one retail and logistical concept may
ot suffice to cater to the entire market. Little to no research
s currently available that can help retailers faced with these
hallenges,8 even though several authors have emphasized the
arge, as yet untapped, opportunities of these markets (see e.g.

ahajan 2008; Prahalad 2005).

oncerns about sustainability

Consumers and retailers become increasingly aware of the
onsequences of their choices, not only for their own well-being,
ut also for other people in society. Environmental concerns
ecome more prominent (see e.g. Cornelissen et al. 2008), there
s a growing interest in fair-trade issues (e.g. De Pelsmacker,
riesen, and Rayp 2005), and there is an increasing con-

ciousness for the health-related consequences of one’s food
onsumption (see e.g. van Doorn and Verhoef 2009 for a review).

An increasing number of consumers are occasionally now
uying organic and eco-friendly products (The Hartman Group
008). Organic products are currently available in over 70%
f conventional grocery stores (Bezawada and Pauwels 2010),
nd many retailers see the addition of more organic and green
roducts as a way to differentiate themselves, and/or to increase
verall store profitability. They hope to capitalize on the contin-
ed growth of the environment-prone segment, and to benefit
rom the price premium that some consumers are willing to
ay for such products (van Doorn and Verhoef 2009). A sim-
lar development can be observed for many health-related and
air-trade products. These types of products are also seen by
any retailers as a way to differentiate themselves in a highly

ompetitive environment.
Even though this development offers many opportunities,

t also brings along a number of challenges. Specifically, how
hould one balance the assortment composition between these
ew “product types” and more conventional products, given
hat they tend to be natural substitutes (Bezawada and Pauwels
010)? Some recently-raised concerns whether organic products
re actually suited for (compatible with) conventional supermar-

et practices (Ngobe 2007). Where do ‘green’ sales originate
rom? Does the addition of green lines lead to category expan-
ion or do consumers switch from traditional (private label and

8 We refer to Burgess and Steenkamp (2006) for an in-depth discussion on
esearch difficulties in emerging and developing markets.
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ational brand) lines to eco-friendly products? Or, are sales
ained from rival green products? In total, what is the net effect
n retailers’ bottom line when expanding these lines in a cate-
ory?

Moreover, what price premium are customers willing to pay
or such products, and should they be obtained from national-
rand manufacturers, or become part of the retailers’ private
abel offering? Tesco, for example, offers a special range of
ealth-related (with even a special range for diabetes patients)
nd fair-trade private-label products (De Jong 2007). Finally,
ow will the addition of green products impact overall store
mage and choice? Can these products be incorporated in such
way that they increase overall retailer profitability?

Consumer preferences

Each of the aforementioned developments may impact con-
umers’ preferences. We focus on three specific dimensions:
lterations in (i) store patronage, (ii) price sensitivity, and (iii)
esire for variety.

The attractiveness of a given assortment depends on
he particular preferences of a retailer’s shoppers (Briesch,
hintagunta, and Fox 2009). The heterogeneous nature of these
references determines the variety required in the assortment.
he extent of this heterogeneity may change because of the
forementioned factors, even though the direction of this change
s not a priori clear. For example, will the added connectivity of
onsumers lead them to get more uniform preferences (e.g. will
ll members of a brand community prefer some brands over
thers), or will the exposure to more information sources lead
o more diverse preferences? Will the economic crisis lead to

uniform preference for cheaper products, or will this vary
cross purchase occasions, where one wants to economize on
ome occasions, but indulgence oneself on other? Ma et al.
2010), for example, find that rising gasoline prices do not nec-
ssarily hurt the more expensive national brands. Will market
urbulence lead to more (through entries) or less (through shake-
uts) competition, and how will this affect assortments? Will
igger, more powerful retailers offer less variety because of
ncreased monopoly (with respect to consumers) and monop-
ony (with respect to suppliers) power? Finally, do shoppers for
rganic, green or free-trade products require the same amount
f variety/diversity as shoppers for conventional products?

hanges in store patronage

The over-time variation in a given consumer’s preferences is
key driver of his/her shopping behaviour. Different sources of
onsumer preference instability are reviewed in Mantrala et al.
2009). Of growing relevance is the variation across the type of
rip the consumer is engaged in (Fox and Sethuraman 2006).

alters and Jamil (2003) discuss how the type of shopping trip
nfluences consumer shopping behaviour, store patronage, and
arketing-mix effectiveness. Given the differential response to
ssortment and promotional decisions, Mantrala et al. (2009)
rgue that retailers should segment markets on shopping-trip
urpose. Two often-used dimensions in this respect are: (i) the
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ize of the trip (major vs. fill in), and (ii) the extent of prior
lanning. If the objective is to stock up groceries, shoppers tend
o prefer larger assortments, “as they can mitigate the cost of
earching through the assortment by purchasing a larger bas-
et of goods” (Mantrala et al. 2009, p. 76). For smaller trips,
n contrast, more limited assortments, which require less search
osts, are preferred. Shopping trips may also differ in the extent
o which they are planned. Bucklin and Lattin (1991) define
lanned purchases as decisions to buy that are determined prior
o entering the store. Depending on the number of purchases

ade that way on a particular trip, the trip itself becomes clas-
ified as more or less planned (see also Abratt and Goodey
990).

Using the shopping trip as focal unit of analysis recognizes
hat this is the point where the consumer, store and product inter-
ct, and allows shoppers to appear in a given target segment for
ome trips, but not for others. Practitioners like AC Nielsen advo-
ate moving beyond category management into trip management
Hale 2005). Similarly, IRI calls for an increased focus on the
hopping trip to better understand the interaction of consumers
ith stores and products (IRI 2006). More research is needed to

dentify how assortment composition affects the store’s attrac-
iveness for certain trip types, and how this is linked with the
xtent of multi-store patronage (see e.g. Gijsbrechts, Campo,
nd Nisol 2008; van Heerde et al., 2008).

Moreover, given that the same customer may be involved
n different types of trips, the question emerges how one can
alance the relative attractiveness for some types with the more
egative implications for other trip types. Also, most retail stores
re designed for large, stock-up trips, whereas a lot of trips
re ‘quick’ trips where consumers buy only one or two items
Sorensen 2009). Further research is needed to address this mis-
atch.
Also, the nature and popularity of trips will be influenced

y external developments. For example, economic and market-
lace turbulence may affect the average basket size, and hence,
he number of trips of a given type customers make. This may,
n turn, affect the relative attractiveness of different retailers.
nce again, retailers need to look into how they can address this
ariability over time.

hanges in price sensitivity

Increasing market turbulence may affect consumers’ price
ensitivity. For example, during economic downturns, con-
umers become more inclined to acquire price information
Wakefield and Inman 1993), making them more price con-
cious (Estelami, Lehmann, and Holden 2001), which affects
heir preference for private labels in the retailers’ assortment
Lamey et al. 2007). Increasing gasoline prices affect con-
umer’s discretionary income, which alters their price and
romotional sensitivity (Ma et al. 2010), causing shifts in

he customers’ shopping basket. This is also the case when

price war erupts (Gijsbrechts et al., 2008; van Heerde
t al., 2008): the price attribute becomes more important,
nd customers adjust their shopping frequency and basket

T
F
v
m
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ize, which affects their assortment preferences and store
hoice.

Also the growing popularity of organic products may affect
he price sensitivity of a store’s customer base. Bezawada and
auwels (2010), for example, show that enduring actions as
ssortment and regular-price changes have a higher elasticity
or organic than for conventional products. Moreover, asymmet-
ic effects are present, in that price-oriented actions for organic
roducts hurt the sales of conventional products more than vice
ersa. van Doorn and Verhoef (2009), in turn, study consumers’
illingness to pay a price premium for products with an envi-

onmental, ethical or health connotation. While a fraction of the
arket is willing to pay such a premium, this is less so for the

ulk of the market. This additional heterogeneity raises impor-
ant questions on how to price these products to balance short-run
rofitability and long-run growth.

Finally, changes in shopping-trip behaviour can also impact
rice and promotion sensitivity. Quick trips consisting of one
o five items grow in importance and typically generate a third
f dollar sales. An important finding with respect to quick-trip
hoppers is that they are not price sensitive, and price cuts do
ot much impact their behaviour (Sorensen 2009). Basically,
etailers are throwing promotional money away on this segment.

ore research is needed to find out what actions and assortments
an be designed to successfully influence this shopper segment.
ence, by tracking the nature and frequency of trips over time

within a week or even day), promotions could be scheduled
ynamically to take place more (less) often when customers
ake their bulk purchases (quick refills), or could be limited

o certain package sizes during parts of the week or day. Simi-
arly, depending on the popularity of a given store with a given
hopping-trip segment, products may be offered in family-pack
izes in one store, but in smaller sets in another.

hanges in variety sensitivity

Due to the Internet, consumers become more accustomed
o find almost any product they want. They increas-
ngly expect almost perfect product access—availability of
he right product, at the right place, at the right price
PricewaterhouseCoopers/TNS Retail Forward 2007).

Also, consumers may act more and more as co-creator. Cus-
omer connectivity stimulates consumers to actively engage
n the development and customization of their own products
nd assortments (Prahalad and Ramaswamy 2004). Over time,
onsumers will grow to expect more customization and per-
onalization. The long tail should be available to everyone at
ach time. At the same time, the average household purchases
nly 300 products a year, and more and more shopping trips
re quick trips where only a couple of items are purchased.
his dominance of quick trips means that shoppers use retail
tores as communal pantries, offering just what is needed with
n emphasis on good quality at modest prices (Sorensen 2009).

he challenge for retailers is to combine these opposing trends.
urther research is needed to find out how consumer needs for
ariety are evolving, and whether less can be offered through
ore local formats.
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Because of these changes in consumer preferences, retailers
ay want to reconsider some of their assortment-planning deci-

ions. Indeed, if consumers have become more price sensitive,
ne can consider devoting a larger proportion of the assortment
o less expensive products. If consumers are increasingly con-
erned with the environment, more organic products may have
o be included in the assortment. And if some consumers want

ore variety, while others prefer less variety, retailers may won-
er whether this can be done most efficiently through a single
ormat, or whether it would be advisable to have multiple formats
n one’s portfolio. However, also national-brand manufacturers

ay start to rethink some of their product-line decisions, which
ay, in turn, affect what retailers can offer in their stores.
We will therefore discuss potential changes at three levels:

i) at a more aggregate level, we will discuss potential changes
n the portfolio of retail formats along with the implications
or their suppliers, as well as changes in (ii) the offering by
ational-brand manufacturers, and in (iii) the assortment of a
pecific retailer.

Resulting changes in assortment offering

he growth of the multi-channel retailer

To cater to a broader (and perhaps more heterogeneous) mix
f consumer groups, shopping trips, and cultures, retailers are
ncreasingly diversifying their store portfolio and venturing into
ew formats. For many retailers, the next growth phase will be
bout segmentation and localization through operating multiple
ormats and multiple concepts, targeted to specific customer seg-
ents, in specific local markets, for specific needs and occasions.
s a general trend, more and more retailers complement their

raditional supermarkets with newer concepts such as proxim-
ty, convenience-store concepts, price-oriented discount stores,
irtual stores, and eco-friendly stores (Planet Retail 2009b).9

One of the questions that arises following this trend is whether
ulti-channel retailers should move to a single, umbrella brand

trategy, or whether they should use ‘fancy’ brand names to
learly distinguish the different positioning of the multiple for-
ats. Using one strong name should help to strengthen the brand,

nd create buying synergies across the supply chain and mar-
eting campaigns. Still, the question remains to what extent
he same name can be stretched from a price-driven discount
oncept to an eco-friendly concept that caters to the less price
onscious. Also, it is important to look into how a strong retail
rand – the key to an umbrella, multi-channel, branding strategy
can be built through private-label portfolios, consumer trust,

nd corporate social responsibility programs.
Another important issue for these retailers is whether and
ow to adopt a micro-marketing strategy in each of these for-
ats (Campo and Gijsbrechts 2004; Montgomery 1997). In a
icro-marketing strategy, retailers tailor their assortments and

9 The joint existence of a brick-and-mortar channel and an Internet channel has
eceived considerable attention in recent literature. Given the excellent review
f Zhang et al. (2010), we do not elaborate on this issue in the current paper.
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arketing mix to meet shifting demands from consumers in
erms of demographics, ethnicity, price sensitivity and shopping
ehaviour of the local market in which each store outlet operates.
ore insight is needed when, i.e. under what circumstances,
icro-marketing can be a profitable venture for the retailer.
Also the international diversity faced by many retailers brings

bout many issues and opportunities when working through mul-
iple channels (Gielens and Dekimpe 2001). Should retailers
nter international markets with formats in which they excel,
ven when these are new to the market, or should they tailor the
ormats to the specific needs of the local markets?

he growth of the discount format

One of the fastest growing retail formats in many West-
rn economies is the hard-discount concept (Steenkamp and
umar 2009). Hard discounters (as e.g. Aldi, and Lidl) are

haracterized by a limited assortment10 that is dominated by
rivate labels, a no-frills store environment with limited ser-
ice, and very competitive prices. In Germany and Norway,
heir market share already exceeds 30%, while in many other
uropean countries (e.g. Austria, Belgium, Denmark) shares
re in the 10–15% range. Comparable stores in the US include
rice-aggressive grocery discounters as Save-A-Lot. Several key
uropean players have announced plans to considerably expand

heir US presence. Discounters are expected to grow, if only
ecause they are broadening their appeal to all social strata, and
ot just the lower income strata as in earlier days (Planet Retail
010).

This rapid growth, and the increasing competition resulting
rom it, raises a number of issues for national-brand manufac-
urers, conventional retailers, and incumbent discounters. Thus
ar, little research has considered the discounter format (notable
xceptions are Cleeren et al. 2010; Deleersnyder et al. 2007;
teenkamp and Kumar 2009). Still, brand manufacturers are

ooking for guidelines on how to deal with this relatively recent
henomenon, as it is not sure that the same marketing principles
pply in those environments (Deleersnyder et al. 2007).

For discounters, a key question involves whether, and to what
xtent, they should stick to their (almost exclusive) private-label
ocus. A number of them (especially Lidl) have started to add a
ew leading national brands (national brands) to their assortment,
n an effort to differentiate themselves from competing discount
tores, and to also lure customers looking for national brands
nto their stores.

However, this raises many questions, such as: how far should
ne go in this evolution, and what will be the implications for the
osts of their business model? Which categories are best suited
or such additions, i.e. where will national brand additions create

ost additional store traffic without cannibalizing the discoun-

ers’ private label sales? And which national brands should be
elected among the many candidates that all jockey for a few

10 They offer much less categories of goods, and stock only a limited selection
f items: typically fewer than 1,400 SKUs, compared to the 15,000+ items
arried in most supermarkets, or the 80,000+ items in a Wal-Mart supercenter.
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vailable slots? Also, can discounters contribute to a perception
f more variety by alternating on a regular basis which national
rands to offer? If so, what would be the optimal length before
elisting it?

For national brand manufacturers, how far should they go
o get their product listed with the discounter? For example,
er Braak et al. (2010) showed that national brand manufactur-
rs, who are willing to produce the discounter’s private labels
ncrease their likelihood of becoming listed. However, to some

anufacturers, this may be too high a price. A key issue in
he discussion is whether private label production will help
estore the power balance between retailers and manufacturers,
r whether this will create instead an even greater dependence
f one party one another, and thereby hurt the quality of the
elationship (Kumar, Scheer, and Steenkamp 1995).

Also, should national brand manufacturers allow that their
roduct will be priced considerably lower in the discounter than
ith their conventional retail partners? This may well cause

hannel conflict with these parties, and the question becomes
ow such conflicts can be avoided. For example, one may con-
ider producing different sizes and/or tastes for the discount
hannel.

Finally, conventional retailers struggle how they should best
ompete against the discount channel. Should they try to com-
ete on price, or differentiate themselves mostly on the service
nd/or assortment (variety) dimension? Based on an empiri-
al entry model, Cleeren et al. (2010) argue that conventional
upermarkets can maintain their profitability by focusing on
he price-insensitive segment, and increase their price in those
ategories where the discounter is not present. Alternatively,
onventional supermarkets are trying to appeal to discount-prone
ustomers by adding a discount format to their portfolio,11 or
y adding an additional (discounter) tier to their private-label
ffering. Examples of the first strategy include the French super-
arket chains Carrefour and Intermarché, that launched their

wn discount banner (ED and Netto, respectively). UK’s Tesco,
n turn, has added a fourth private-label tier to its portfolio (apart
rom the budget or value, regular and premium tier already in
lace).

Finally, retailers have recently started to combine the two
revious approaches by setting up a store-in-store discount
tore where only the retailer’s discount private labels or dis-
ounted brands can be found. Auchan, for example, has created
reas dedicated to discount products in its hypermarkets. This
self-discount” section is an important part of Auchan’s pricing
trategy in France. Within these sections of the stores, cus-
omers can purchase EDLP products either in bulk, pick and
ix, or in very large package sizes. As such, they try to avoid
pfront competition between their own private-label lines and
ational brands without having to venture into a new store for-

11 Indeed, Cleeren et al. (2010) find that discounters only start to affect the prof-
tability of conventional supermarkets from the third entrant onwards. Hence, as
ong as they are among the first to enter a specific market, conventional retailers
an operate a discount banner without cannibalizing the profits of their more
raditional formats.
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at. Whether taking these discount lines out of the traditional
helves is a successful and profitable approach remains to be
ested.

n expanding private-label portfolio

Tesco is not the only retailer expanding its private-label port-
olio. Many are now following a multi-tier strategy. Kumar and
teenkamp (2007) distinguish four types: generic private labels,
tandard private labels, premium store brands, and value or econ-
my lines. So far, most work has concentrated on the positioning
f national brands relative to standard private labels (Sayman
nd Raju 2007; Sayman, Hoch, and Raju 2002). Having mul-
iple tiers raises a number of interesting questions, however.12

irst, what is the optimal price gap between the different tiers,
r between these tiers and the various national brands in the
ssortment? Second, do the different tiers appeal to distinct mar-
eting segments, or is there cannibalization between them (see
.g. Geyskens, Gielens, and Gijsbrechts 2010, who used brand
hoice models that accommodate context, i.e. compromise, sim-
larity and attraction, effects to study these issues in two product
ategories)? In the presence of cannibalization, the distribution
f the margins earned on different price-quality tiers becomes
ery important. More research along the lines of Ailawadi and
arlam (2004) on the margin implications of different private

abel strategies is needed.
A third consideration is whether the store name should be

ttached to each of the tiers, or only to a subset. In the latter case,
hould this be done to the top tier (focusing on the quality dimen-
ion), or to the lower tiers (focusing on the price dimension)?
ut differently, what private-label branding strategy (Ailawadi
nd Keller 2004) should be adopted in case of multiple tiers?
oreover, in their study on the relationship between store brand

se and store loyalty, Ailawadi, Pauwels, and Steenkamp (2008)
ound that there are limits to how far a retailer can push his
rivate-label program. However, they mostly considered retail-
rs’ regular private-label offering. It would be interesting to
ee whether this can be stretched further through differentiated
rivate label tiers. Indeed, is cherry-picking (and hence, store
witching) as prominent among buyers of premium private labels
s among buyers of regular or budget private labels?

Fourth, are all categories equally conducive to have multiple
iers (Sayman and Raju 2004)? Dhar and Hoch (1997) argue
hat premium private labels will be more appealing in those
ategories where store brands already offer high quality with
heir regular private labels. Is this the same across retailers or
hannels? Do the same categories have “signature associations”
Inman, Shankar, and Ferraro 2004) with specific channels?
inally, a related consideration is the sourcing of the private
abels. The more tiers a retailer carries, the more intricate the
ourcing decisions become. For what categories/tiers are retail-
rs better off working with dedicated private-label suppliers, and

12 While numerous analytical studies have considered the nature of competition
etween national brands and private labels (see e.g. Sethuraman 2009 for a recent
eview), little is known how these findings generalize to multiple-tier settings.
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or what categories/tiers should one rather look at national-brand
anufacturers to produce the private labels?
On a different note, retailers need to reflect on the role that

rivate-label programs play when entering new and emerging
arkets. A strong reliance on private labels may pose a dou-

le hurdle to retailers in new markets. Not only is the retailer
nknown, consumers also don’t recognize the products inside
he store (Gielens and Dekimpe 2001). Moreover, consumers
n emerging markets usually crave for branded goods (Alden,
teenkamp, and Batra 2006). Nevertheless, in these markets
onsumers may not have strong pre-conceptions about the (infe-
ior) quality of private labels. Retailers may therefore have the
pportunity to enter such markets with a clean slate and jointly
evelop the equity of their store and their private label.13 More
esearch is needed that explores how private labels can be used
trategically in new and emerging markets, and how this may
ffect the relationship with national brand manufacturers.

ilemmas faced by national-brand manufacturers

Faced with the increasing popularity of private labels and new
ormats, many national-brand manufacturers have to look for
ew strategies to maintain their sales levels. As indicated before,
he few spots that discounters and other niche concepts have
vailable for national brands are in high demand. One option, as
iscussed above, is to increase the likelihood of becoming (or
taying) listed is to produce the discounter’s private labels. Still,
ittle is known how this will affect the channel relationship with
ther retailers for which one does not produce.

Another way to create goodwill is to engage in category
anagement and category captain projects. Subramanian, Raju,
har and Wang (2010) examine how engaging category captains

mpacts the focal and rival brands, as well as the retailer, in the
ategory, and examine characteristics that make a manufacturer
more or less likely candidate for category captaincy. Further

esearch is needed to find out how category captain arrange-
ents affect the category captain’s entire brand portfolio and its

verall position in the focal store, in other channels and/or with
ival retailers.

Another strategy adopted by some manufacturers to create
oodwill is to offer exclusive distribution of some of their brands
o a given (often leading) retailer. For the retailer, this offers
n opportunity to differentiate itself from retailers who don’t
arry that brand in their assortment. For the manufacturer, the
xclusivity may offer an additional argument in the margin nego-
iations with that retailer (see e.g. Gielens et al. 2010). This
ractice deviates from conventional wisdom that convenience
oods should be distributed as intensively as possible (Coughlan
t al. 2001). More research is needed under what circumstances
uch an exclusive distribution agreement can create a win-win
ituation for both the manufacturer and the retailer, and how this

ractice should be managed across different retailers. Are mone-
ary compensations called for, or should different retailers all get
different brand or product range? Clearly, the answer to these

13 We are indebted to an anonymous reviewer for this insight.
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uestions depends on the relative power, and hence negotiating
everage, of both parties (Wierenga and Soethoudt 2010).

Just as retailers have multiple tiers of their private labels,
ational brands may consider introducing multiple tiers of the
ame brand. For example, Procter and Gamble recently intro-
uced Tide Basic, which is a cheaper version of the well-known
rand. The basic version was introduced because of the increas-
ng competitive pressure felt by Tide during the recession.
owever, a key question remains to what extent this will affect

he original brand’s long-run equity. Moreover, in launching a
heaper version of a premium brand, one runs the risk of perma-
ently cannibalizing the own sales if shoppers would not return
o the original product once the recession is over (The Wall Street
ournal 2009).

Apart from introducing down-scale versions, many manu-
acturers are also adding more up-scale health-conscious and
co-friendly variants to their portfolio. However, also in these
ases, cannibalization concerns and the right variant-retail mix
hould not be ignored.

Implications

These strategic assortment changes may, in turn, have impli-
ations on the (retailing and/or manufacturing) organization as
whole, and even on society at large.

elfare implications

Assortment changes may well have welfare implications for
onsumers. One of the main issues that needs to be addressed
s whether these changes will lead to lower or higher levels of
ariety and quality and to what extent they may lead to the loss
f consumer surplus through higher consumer prices.

First, what are the implications of an increased focus on pri-
ate labels on assortment variety, quality and price? Pauwels and
rinivasan (2004) studied the impact of private label entries.
hey showed that consumers get more variety as national
rands react to private label entries by introducing more product
arieties. Moreover, consumers benefitted from lower average
rices for most product categories under study. Bonfrer and
hintagunta (2004), in contrast, found this lower average price
ffect to be true for only half of the categories they studied.
hey found that retailers raised the incumbent national brand
rices for one half of the categories, but allowed them to fall, on
verage, for the other half.

The aforementioned assortment changes pertain to traditional
upermarket competition. Still, to what extent does this story
old for hard-discount players or other formats? To what extent
o these new formats have to carry national brands in their assort-
ent, how much SKU proliferation will they need, and how will

hey price brands and SKUs? Will conventional supermarkets
eel the need to follow these assortment and price evolutions?
pecifically for hard discounters, what will happen with the

rices of the discounter’s private labels when national brands
re added? Will these national brands act as a point of differ-
ntiation which will allow the discounters to move away from
heir traditional price focus, and allow them to increase their
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rivate-label prices? Also, how will conventional supermarkets
eact when a new format enters in their trading area? Will they
djust their prices, increase/decrease their service level, and/or
eact through assortment changes? And should this reaction be
niform across all categories? More research along the lines
f Ailawadi et al. (2010) is needed as to how chains of a dif-
erent format will react to assortment changes in competing
tores.

In terms of variety, how will private labels, discounters
nd other formats impact variety? Variety questions also arise
hen traditional retailers expand their private-label portfolio
y adding multiple tiers and eco-friendly products. Assuming
hat the total store surface stays constant, this may come at the
xpense of some national brands. It is as yet unclear how these
ubstitutions (e.g. more private label variety but less national
rands) will affect the perceived variety for the store.

Welfare implications will also arise when part of the con-
entional assortment is replaced with eco-friendly products.
roponents will argue that this will definitely benefit consumers
nd society at large. However, if these products are sold at a
rice premium, and/or come in fewer tastes, colors, etc. will
conomic welfare calculations show an increase or a decrease?
ill these changes be uniformly distributed across all income

roups, or will some groups be impacted more? Such hetero-
eneity was found by Hausman and Leibtag (2005) in their study
n the consumer welfare implications of a Wal-Mart entry. If
his is also the case with assortment changes (in discounters
nd/or conventional supermarkets), there may well be various
ublic-policy implications to be considered. In this respect, the
uestion also arises to what extent assortments should be uni-
orm across all stores of a particular chain, or whether these
hould be adjusted to, for example, the income level of the neigh-
ourhood. For example, should stores in some neighbourhoods
ave a more extensive offering of value private labels, while
ther neighbourhoods see more of a premium offering?

Finally, what are the implications for suppliers? Although
elfare implications tend to focus on the end-consumer, assort-
ent changes and an increased price pressure will obviously

ave severe implications for suppliers as well. Not only is
he manufacturer’s bottom line under pressure as wholesale
rices decrease, reduced profitability may force manufacturers
o invest less in R&D, resulting in decreased new product activ-
ty. Even retailers’ sustainability programs, which clearly benefit
he world at large, may have negative effects on suppliers, as they

ay be asked to carry part (or even most) of the implementation
osts. Ultimately, their long-term profitability and/or survival
ay be negatively affected by a number of these trends.

ogistical implications

Sustainability concerns require the retailer to rethink the
ntire supply chain. First, the demand for local and green prod-
cts may require the retailer to work with a completely new set

f suppliers who are not used to cater to the needs of large scale
etailers. Transportation, inventory and merchandising support
ill have to be handled in a completely different way as when
orking with conventional national brand manufacturers. Also
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he demand for organic and green products may not be met by
upply, potentially leading to out-of-stocks.

Sustainability concerns in retailing reach further than the sup-
ly of green products. They touch upon packaging (as around
0% of all household waste is supermarket packaging), gen-
ral utility costs in stores and warehouses, cheaper distribution
ethods, and labour costs/inventory management (Planet Retail

010).
Moreover, given that the days of single-format chains deliv-

ring a homogenous, deep assortment everywhere, regardless
f location are over, these logistic challenges become even
ore pronounced. Supplying to multiple formats that tailor

heir assortments to local needs in an efficient and sustainable
ay may lead one to rethink some common practices, and may

equire stronger collaboration between retailers and suppliers.
o this extent, Unilever already tries to consolidate trucks and
istribution centers with both competitors (e.g. Kimberly-Clark
nd Reckitt Benckiser in the Netherlands) and retailers (e.g.
esco in the UK) (Planet Retail 2008).

The growth of the discount format has also put pressure on
raditional retailers to operate more efficiently. However, as dis-
ounters move away from their traditional business model (e.g.
y incorporating some national brands into their assortment),
ill they continue to operate as efficiently as before, or will the

fficiency gap between discounters and conventional retailers be
educed? Still, if conventional retailers react by adding discount
anners of their own, their overall organizational complexity will
ncrease. This will also be the case when adding an additional
iscount private label tier.

Another issue deserving more research attention is the sourc-
ng of private label production (Sethuraman 2009). As private
abels continue to grow, opportunities arise for companies able
o produce such large volumes. Interestingly, more and more
etailers join buying organizations to procure their private labels
t the best possible conditions. AMS Sourcing B.V., for exam-
le, is a buying alliance involving 14 retailers across Europe
among which Ahold in The Netherlands, Dansk Supermarked
n Denmark, Delhaize in Belgium). Obviously, such develop-

ents will have profound implications for the power division
etween manufacturers and retailers. Thus far, these buying
roups are mostly involved in negotiating procurement condi-
ions with dedicated private-label producers, and this for the

ore commoditized categories, especially for the regular and
udget tiers. Will this imply that national-brand manufacturers
ill increasingly be asked only when premium private labels
eed to be produced? And will this hamper or stimulate their
nnovativeness?

actical implications

Finally, we reflect on how these trends and changes impact
he marketing mix of manufacturers and retailers.

Traditionally, manufacturers used their higher innovativeness

s a key defense against further private-label growth (Steenkamp
nd Dekimpe 1997). However, as retailers become more and
ore active in the premium segment, they may no longer restrict

hemselves to imitating earlier national brand innovations.
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ncreasingly, they become involved in new-product activities
hemselves (Gielens 2010; Mintel GDNP 2009). Will this dis-
ourage national-brand manufacturers, or rather entice them to
mprove their own new-product development processes? Or, will
e see more and more co-creations, in which national-brand
anufacturers develop new products in close collaboration with
given retailer, who can then (temporarily or more permanently)
istribute that product exclusively?

Similarly, advertising was traditionally used by national-
rand manufacturers as a way of differentiation, and to build their
ong-run equity. Retailers, in contrast, were much less involved
n advertising activities. If they were, this mostly involved
eneric (across categories) messages. With the advent of pre-
ium private labels (which often involve a more fancy branding

trategy) and umbrella branding practices for private label tiers
nd store formats, this practice may change as well.

As for promotional activities, prior research (see e.g.
ronnenberg and Wathieu 1996) has established the presence of
n asymmetric cross-effect between private labels and national
rands. It is unclear whether a similar asymmetry will hold
hen premium and niche private labels are involved. Similarly,
ore research is needed on the nature of the cross-effect among

he various private label tiers within a retailer’s assortment, or
mong free-trade/organic/health-related products.

Conclusion

Increasing consumer connectedness, economic realities, and
ocial concerns require that retailers quickly adjust and modify
xistent retail formats and assortments to satisfy the diversifying
eeds of customers in order to remain successful.

Many retailers are considering to concentrate more on (trip)
egmentation and localization, using multiple formats and mul-
iple private label tiers that are targeted to specific customer
egments, in specific local markets, for specific needs and occa-
ions. Each of these issues brings along specific challenges, and
heir joint consideration makes their implementation even more
ifficult. Moreover, retailers will face an increasing need to com-
ine global market knowledge and sourcing with local market
elivery and know-how to better satisfy the heterogeneous and
ver-changing tastes of their customer base.

Fortunately, retailers tend to have easy access to detailed
ata sources (think of their loyalty-card information), and have
nvested considerably in developing their analytical skills over
he years. Moreover, they are ideally placed to implement field
xperiments in some of their stores before rolling out any
hanges to the rest of their outlets. Overall, many of the identified
hanges pose great challenges, but even greater opportunities,
o an informed retailer.
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